Shipping Photos
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Container 1 - Bundle NO. 1

Fiber bundles: common end with barrel distribution boxes on bottom of shipping container 1.

Barrel distribution fibers stacked on top.
Container 1 - Bundle NO. 1

Barrel distribution fibers with box closed.

Endcap distribution fibers and distribution boxes stacked on barrel distribution fibers. There is packing material on the very top.
Container 2 - Bundle NO. 2

Fiber bundles: common end with barrel distribution boxes on bottom of shipping container 2.

Endcap distribution fibers stacked on barrel distribution fibers stacked on common end with barrel distribution boxes. There is packing material on the very top.
Container 3 - Control box, tools, etc.

Control box, laser driver, and mounting bracket inside cardboard box, packed on bottom of container 3 along with tool box and spare parts.

Box containing spare distribution fibers stacked on top. Additional packing material was added on top after the picture was taken.
Container 4 - Laser box, etc.

Laser box housing packed with laser box optical components and laser diode head.

Laser box housing on bottom of shipping container 4 with packing material around sides.
Container 4 - Laser box, etc.

Ethernet power controller and special optical fibers stacked on laser box.

Packing material on top.